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Students' Right to Vote in Maine 
Called into Question in Congress 
Journalist 
Examines Media 
Role In Rwandan 
Genocide 
ALEXANDRA KELLY 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
In Rwanda in 1994, as many as one 
million people were killed in acts of 
genocide. These killings were largely 
ignored by international media, which 
created a situation, says Professor Allan 
Thompson of Carleton University in Ot¬ 
tawa, that played a role in the continu¬ 
ation of the genocide. 
Before Thompson joined the faculty 
at Carleton, he was a career journalist 
writing for the Toronto Star, the largest 
circulating daily newspaper in Canada. 
His lecture at Bates on Jan. 30 was 
part of his tour to promote “The Media 
and the Rwandan Genocide,” a collec¬ 
tion of essays examining the Rwandan 
and international news media’s cover¬ 
age of the genocide. Contacted by Pro¬ 
fessor Alexandre Dauge-Roth to visit 
classes and lead seminars, Thompson’s 
trip to Bates was sponsored by the Mel¬ 
lon Foundation. 
Though he spent his final 10 years at 
the Star working as a political reporter, 
Thompson did not go to Rwanda until 
1996 to cover the situation of the refu¬ 
gees in Eastern Zaire who were caught 
in the crossfire of the civil war. 
“I stand before you as Exhibit A,” he 
said. “Yet another journalist who failed 
to report the Rwandan genocide. Like a 
lot of people, I came late to the Rwanda 
story.” 
His interest in Rwanda was captured 
the day that 700,000 refugees, including 
some of the coordinators of the geno¬ 
cide, began to travel back to Rwanda 
on foot. “That day remains one of the 
most remarkable for me in two decades 
of work as a journalist,” he said. 
Once the departing refugees had 
left the camps, Thompson was flagged 
down by the spokesperson for the Unit¬ 
ed Nations refugee agency, who told 
him that a massacre had taken place, 
and took him, along with the future 
writer of one of the bestselling accounts 
of the genocide, to where 20 mutilated 
bodies lay. 
“In that deserted refugee camp, I 
found myself asking, ‘how did I miss 
the Rwandan genocide?’” Thompson 
said. “Where was I in 1994? How could 
1 have been so oblivious to such an im¬ 
portant event?” 
Since 1996, Thompson has returned 
to Rwanda six times, most recently to 
create the Rwanda Initiative, a part¬ 
nership between Carleton’s journalism 
school and its counterpart at the Na¬ 
tional University of Rwanda in Butare. 
With Thompson’s support, Carleton 
hosted a symposium to examine the 
role of the media in the genocide in 
2004. That symposium inspired the pa¬ 
pers that have now been collected in his 
book. The front cover, a photograph of 
two sacks of human remains taken at a 
church in Rwanda, “is no accident,” he 
said. “In my view, both hate media and 
international media were responsible 
for the Rwandan genocide.” 
In his introduction to the book, 
Thompson quotes Voltaire, who wrote, 
“We owe respect to the living; to 
the dead we owe only truth.” In his 
speech, Thompson said, “In the case of 
the genocide in Rwanda, the news me¬ 
dia accomplished neither of Voltaire’s 
admonitions. The Western news media 
See JOURNALIST SAYS MORE, page 4 
MARI KENTON WRIGHT 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
A new bill, recently presented to 
the Maine House of Representatives, 
aims to prohibit students from claim¬ 
ing residency in order to vote in Maine 
elections. If passed, students who claim 
permanent residency in other states but 
live part-time in Maine would be forced 
to either refrain from voting or to vote 
via absentee ballot in their home state. 
Proponents of the bill say it would 
help stem alleged voter fraud caused by 
students voting twice, once on Election 
Day and once through an absentee bal¬ 
lot. Opponents call the bill a partisan 
attempt to disenfranchise young voters. 
Representative L. Gary Knight (R- 
Livermore Falls) a first-year congress¬ 
man, introduced LD 203, An Act Con¬ 
cerning Student Voter Registration, to 
the House of Representatives on Jan. 
16. It was then received by the Legal 
and Veterans Affairs Committee, which 
heard public testimony of the bill on 
Jan. 31. 
College students made up a signifi¬ 
cant portion of those present at the pub¬ 
lic hearing, the majority of whom were 
in opposition to the bill. Five Bates stu¬ 




Orlando Patterson, a John Cowles 
Professor of Sociology at Harvard Uni¬ 
versity, visited Bates last Sunday to out¬ 
line his research on racial segregation 
in the modern U.S. Patterson’s lecture 
described racial segregation in the U.S. 
and offered causal explanations for this 
persistent trend. Patterson also suggest¬ 
ed ways to help blur the racial line that 
has existed and persisted in American 
society despite public policy and nu¬ 
merous advancements of black Ameri¬ 
can culture. 
Patterson describes himself as a 
“public intellectual.” As a sociologist, 
economist and social psychologist, he 
In an interview with the Kennebec 
Journal, Knight denied that the bill was 
created to fulfill a partisan agenda. 
“I want these kids to become part of 
the political process,” said Knight. “But I 
don’t want them to determine who our 
governor is, and then head back to Cali¬ 
fornia or Michigan, or wherever they’re 
from.” 
Along with two top Maine legisla¬ 
tors, the ACLU and the National Law¬ 
yer’s Guild spoke out against the bill 
at the hearing. Senior Ben Chin, who 
spent eight hours in Augusta in order to 
attend the hearing, said he feels the bill 
and its goals are unconstitutional and 
go against historical rulings in the Su¬ 
preme Court. 
“The issue comes down to one main 
thing, that various Supreme Court rul¬ 
ings have made it very clear that being a 
student is a neutral fact in your residen¬ 
cy,” said Chin, who is from Pittsburgh, 
PA. “By itself, it does not qualify or dis¬ 
qualify you from voting. There are only 
two things that matter: how old you are 
and your intentions to be a resident of a 
place.” 
According to Chin, the majority of 
students in attendance who were vo¬ 
cally opposing the bill were politically 
scrutinizes society through an intellec¬ 
tual lens. His current research looks at 
the African American condition from 
Martin Luther King’s day to the present, 
searching for changes, improvements 
and persisting problems. Patterson has 
developed a causal matrix for many of 
the problems that beleaguer African 
American society. 
Patterson first talked about “the Af¬ 
rican American paradox.” While much 
progress has been made in public inte¬ 
gration, Patterson said, U.S. culture has 
completely failed to integrated blacks 
into the private sphere. He believes that 
civil rights activists, including King and 
W.E.B. DuBois, would be astounded to 
see the progress that has been made to 
integrate African Americans into public 
progressive. 
“I think that’s sad because it is not 
a partisan issue and I think that reflects 
a lack of time to organize,” said Chin. 
“Most of the people initially outraged by 
this bill were left-wing political people 
and it takes time and effort to reach out 
to Republican students and other peo¬ 
ple to tell them why they should have 
been there and what the bill was really 
about.” 
Daniel Berman '08, from Win¬ 
chester, Mass., was one of the few con¬ 
servative students present and attended 
the hearing to voice his support. 
“I don’t think the bill would be 
disenfranchising anyone, I just think it 
requires people to vote in the commu¬ 
nity where they have a financial invest¬ 
ment,” said Berman, who read a lengthy 
statement in support of the bill at the 
hearing. “It’s not that people aren’t in¬ 
volved in Lewiston. They’re happy to 
work in homeless shelters and stuff, but 
the problem is that they have different 
priorities from the people who actually 
live here.” 
Chin and other opponents feel the 
bill too narrowly defines who is, and is 
society. He listed Condoleezza Rice, 
Deval Patrick and Barack Obama as 
examples of African Americans whose 
authority and power have been publicly 
recognized. 
Despite this apparent progress, 
Patterson emphasized, blacks are still 
not integrated in the private sphere 
of United States culture. Patterson de¬ 
scribed his “depression” when he drove 
through segregated neighborhoods in 
Chicago, Boston, New York and Atlanta. 
He quoted a source that found more 
segregation in public schools today than 
in 1969. Patterson noted that this persis¬ 
tent segregation fosters misunderstand¬ 
ing—separation prevents interracial in- 







In an effort to reflect the recent 
vocal desire for more diversity on 
campus, the Class of 2007 chose a 
mentoring program as their Senior 
Gift, which was announced to the 
campus at a special gathering last 
week. The gift fundraiser, a time-hon¬ 
ored tradition at Bates, is co-chaired 
this year by Kristin Barber ’07 and 
Carter Casner ’07. The purpose of the 
Senior Gift includes not only bring¬ 
ing together the graduating class one 
last time, but also instilling a sense of 
philanthropy in the outgoing class. 
“The focus of the Senior Gift 
is not as much about how much 
money' we fundraise, but the lev¬ 
el of participation,” said Barber. 
This year, David Foster ’77 is serving 
as gift matcher, and the committee 
will receive $500 from him for each 







The U.S. Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change released an au¬ 
thoritative report that assigned a 90 
percent probability that global warm¬ 
ing is caused by human emission of 
greenhouse gasses this past week. For 
Jack Murphy ’08 and Mike Pickoff ’09, 
this is old news. 
This past week also marked the 
kick-off week for a new campus orga¬ 
nization called B.E.A.M. - the Bates En¬ 
ergy Action Movement. The movement, 
co-founded by Murphy and Pickoff, is 
dedicated to reducing human impact 
on the world’s climate by reducing car¬ 
bon emissions. Last week’s events in¬ 
cluded a screening of Al Gore’s movie, 
“An Inconvenient Truth,” a dance party 
and some spirited tabling where the 
movement gathered signatures for a 
petition. More than $1,000 worth of Pa¬ 
tagonia gear was raffled off to attend¬ 
ees at the movie and the dance party. 
The co-founders’ enthusiasm for 
the group is spreading quickly. The 
two began thinking about its forma¬ 
tion prior to a trip to the Middlebury 
Climate Conference, a series of pre¬ 
sentations about carbon neutrality, and 
put their ideas in motion less than a 
week later. 
The focus of the movement is ar¬ 
resting climate change. Their stated 
mission is to make Bates a carbon- 
neutral campus by reducing energy 
See ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION, page 4 
See STUDENTS ATTEND, page 4 
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The Bates College Student Gov¬ 
ernment has seen high turnover rates 
among their officers in recent years, 
with many choosing to resign before 
the end of their elected terms. Repre¬ 
sentative Assembly Chair Sean Bach’s 
resignation during the Jan. 29 meeting 
is the most recent example of what is 
becoming a pattern. 
Bach’s replacement will be the 
third person to hold the chair position 
this school year. Danny Bousquet ’09 
resigned in September, a week after 
being elected chair. The BCSG has also 
seen resignations in recent years from 
two treasurers, Vaibhav Bajpai '07 and 
Bob Yamartino '07, one secretary, Dan 
Berman '08, and one Vice President of 
Student Clubs, Mike Williams '06. 
Bill Jack '08, president of the BCSG, 
does not feel that there is one root 
cause of the resignations, though he 
believes that many officers left because 
of personal problems with their posi¬ 
tions. 
Becoming an officer often requires 
a large shift from one’s previous duties 
as an RA representative. For instance, 
in order to stay impartial, the chair is 
restricted to moderating the meetings. 
Thus the position requires, “someone 
who doesn’t really care about voicing 
[his or her] opinion,” Jack said. “It’s a 
thankless job.” 
The other leadership positions also 
require an officer to give up much of 
his or her representative freedoms in 
order to perform other duties. 
Unsuccessful election campaigns 
can also play a role in an officer's deci¬ 
sion to resign. Most recently, Bach re¬ 
signed from his chair position after an 
unsuccessful campaign for President. 
Jack speculated that Bach’s resignation 
may have stemmed from a feeling of 
lack of confidence from the BCSG af¬ 
ter a poor turnout at the polls. Bach 
receieved 9.1 percent of the votes for 
president, losing to the incumbent Jack. 
Bach could not be reached for com¬ 
ment on his reasons for resigning. 
Kris Jonsson ’08, Vice President of 
Student Committees, disagrees with 
Jack, and sees a common problem 
underlying many of the recent resig¬ 
nations. Though each officer has had 
his own reasons for resigning, Jonsson 
thinks that there may be a lack of un¬ 
derstanding by many of the officers of 
what their positions actually entail. 
Jonsson believes that many people 
join the BCSG hoping to bring about 
FORUM 
Bates Customers Could Get 
Lewiston Businesses Off the 
Endangered Restaurant List 
JOANIE MEHARRY and 
LOUIS DENNIG 
STAFF WRITER and MANAGING 
FORUM EDITOR 
We intended to write a restaurant 
review about the Ethiopian Koffee 
Haus. This little known restaurant, run 
by a shy but friendly Ethiopian woman, 
was going to be our saving grace for 
our last few months in this desolate 
town. We were hoping to get students 
to go in droves to the restaurant, pack¬ 
ing it to capacity night after night. We 
were supposed to do this before Christ¬ 
mas, but the incessant demands of five 
classes and thesis were tugging at our 
necks. Instead, we naively decided to 
put the review on hold until after break. 
We chose poorly. 
Returning to campus in January we 
were shocked to discover that Ethiopian 
Koffee. Haus was closed. A small sign 
on the door read “Sorry, We’re Closed,” 
but we could sense that this was the end 
for the short-lived Koffee Haus. Like so 
many other victims starved out of Lew¬ 
iston, our Ethiopian entrepreneurs had 
vanished. We cannot help but feel a 
small pang of guilt for the hesitation, 
which likely contributed to this loss. 
Then there was Cleopatra's, a small 
Middle Eastern cuisine restaurant that 
specialized in hummus and babaga- 
noush, which also vanished from the 
Lewiston dining scene. Though this 
was due to tax evasion and not a lack 
of customers, the point still stands: local 
eateries need to be supported by the 
local community, and that includes stu¬ 
dents at Bates. 
There are some great food finds 
in the area, run by great local citizens. 
Nezinscot farm and Florian's are just 
two local stops that are frequented by 
Batesies. We as a community should 
do more. Supporting local business is 
a good way to improve town-gown re¬ 
lations, and a great way for students to 
see more of an underappreciated city. 
In order to combat the crisis plagu¬ 
ing this town, we are encouraging a 
campus-wide campaign to promote and 
maintain decent dining in Lewiston, 
which will be called Lewiston/Auburn 
Restaurant Development (LARD). Be¬ 
low is a list of endangered or potentially 
endangered restaurants. We encourage 
the student body and administration 
to support this campaign by dining at 
the restaurants protected by LARD. If 
students eat at one of these restaurants 
every time Commons offers an unap¬ 
petizing meal, future local spots may be 
spared. 
The current LARD Endangered 
List: 
Lewiston House of Pizza 
(LHOP): 
For all of those anti-corporate types 
who want us to buy locally, here is your 
chance to support a great local busi¬ 
ness. The quality and price is better 
than Papa John’s and they offer a free 
two-liter drink with any order of a large 
pizza. Delivery is a bit slow but worth 
the wait or you can pick it up at the 
restaurant. 
95 Lincoln Terrace, 04240, (207) 
786-2020 
Patrick’s Burrito Bistro & Deli: 
A decent Mexican joint is always 
worth saving. It’s right next to LHOP so 
you can satisfy everyone in one stop. 
89 Lincoln Street, (207) 783-2111 
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Letters 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007 
Weak Campus Legislature Mirrors 
National Political Process 
To the Editor, 
Delighted to see Allie’s piece on 
the importance of the vote side by side 
with your editorial piece on the sig¬ 
nificance of the abstention. Of course, 
you are both right and the points you 
make apply outside Bates as well as 
within. An interesting fictional account 
of people not voting can be found in 
Jose Saramago’s latest book, “Seeing.” 
There is a fascinating trend in the 
world of government for the executive 
branch, in your case the administra¬ 
tion of the college, to accrue power 
more appropriately resident in the leg¬ 
islative branch, in your case, the RA. 
Many blame this shift on the executive 
branches which, indeed, seem to want 
all the power that there is to be had. 
But legislative branches of govern¬ 
ment seem to delight in giving power 
to the executive. The power to wage 
war, for example, is one the Congress 
sidestepped both in Vietnam and Iraq. 
Interestingly, the Iraq war is now back 
in the legislative court, and I suspect 
they will hnd the consequences of 
dealing with it now much graver than 
the consequences of dealing with it at 
the get go. 
Clearly, the RA has a choice. It can 
figure out what it wants, run that by 
the student body and present it to the 
administration or it can sit back and 
wait for the administration to do some¬ 
thing stupid and then react to it. React¬ 
ing is always easier than acting since 
it doesn’t require any thought, and 
as long as the executive is relatively 
competent and not totally outrageous, 
things creep along and the elected rep¬ 
resentatives don’t have to work very 
hard. 
I suspect the students at Bates suf¬ 
fer from a severe case of this willing¬ 
ness to let the exec, do it, and you may 
well find that to be the best way to go 
because it is always in the best interest 
of the exec, to “not make waves.” The 
diversity issue that Donelle Durham 
did not go to the student government 
with may be a case in point. While stu¬ 
dents and others at Bates are chasing 
the tails of racial and gender diversity, 
the “globalization” of class is creating a 
centralization of wealth that will some 
day make the poverty in rural Maine 
look like a picnic. Does anyone at 
Bates want to deal with the class is¬ 
sue? 
Jim Tierney. Auburn 
Why People Leave Bagel’s in the 
Toaster, and Other Ruminations 
KELLY GOLLOGLY/THE BATES STUDENT 
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN 
FORUM LAYOUT EDITOR 
My most brilliant epiphanies usu¬ 
ally take place at Commons. Unfortu¬ 
nately, these sudden outbursts of wit 
rarely have anything to do with an up¬ 
coming exam or paper or, to be hon¬ 
est, anything even remotely related 
to academia. When I’m in Commons 
I’m usually thinking about food: how 
to maneuver in order to get it most 
quickly and how to combine it most 
deliciously. 
I have a few staple concoctions, 
some of which are normal and some 
of which cause me to wonder if I have 
some kind of swelling deformity which 
is causing people to stare. Among 
other recipes, I enjoy apple sauce and 
cinnamon, ice cream and cheerios, 
ketchup and mayonnaise dressing and 
peanut butter and cheese sandwiches. 
However, my most recent Commons 
invention would cause even the Good 
Witch of the North to turn green with 
envy. I’m pretty sure I shouted Eu¬ 
reka! by the silverware. After patting 
myself profusely on the back for my 
keen intellect, I asked for two pieces 
of bacon and went over to lurk by the 
cream cheese. 
Everyone knows that waiting by 
the toaster is to Commons as sitting 
on the bench is to baseball. The com¬ 
bination of boredom and anticipation 
is almost unbearable. So I did what 
any normal person would do in my 
situation and went to get a drink. 
Usually, I ask someone to stand guard 
in my absence, but on that particular 
day there was no one around. In ret¬ 
rospect, I would probably mark this 
part of the story as the “tragic fall.” 
Leaving your baked goods unattended 
in Commons is almost as risky as not 
babysitting your newspaper. 
Of course, I got what I deserved. 
As soon as I turned my back to the 
toaster, a Commons worker swooped 
in and before I could dramatical¬ 
ly scream “Nooooo” from across 
the room she tossed my perfectly 
browned, warm bagel into the trash. 
Seeing that I was disappointed to 
the point of being keeled over and 
gripping the side of a table as I waited 
for my heart to resume beating, the 
breakfast thief offered an apology. 
“I’m sorry,” she said. “There was a lot 
of stuff in there.” 
See BATES' UNSOLVED MYSTERIES, page 3 
Proposed Bill Threatens Democracy in Maine 
LOUIS DENNIG 
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR 
The bill LD 203 proposed by Fresh¬ 
men Maine representative L. Gary 
Knight, (R-Livermore Falls) seeks to dis¬ 
enfranchise college students from vot¬ 
ing in Maine. If passed, the bill would 
take away the right of out-of-state stu¬ 
dents in Maine to declare residency in 
their dorm rooms and vote in Maine 
elections. Knight declared that he ex¬ 
pected the bill to face little resistance, 
as it was a “matter of philosophy.” This 
bill is philosophically against everything 
that a good democracy stands for. 
A good democracy stands for citi¬ 
zens having a voice in the policy de¬ 
cisions that affect them. Some propo¬ 
nents of the bill may argue that college 
students only come for four years and 
then leave to go back to where they A 
came from, having dumped their ideals 
on a community that they don’t belong 
to. This view is short-sighted. First of 
all, there is a reason that there are elec¬ 
tions every two years: As the communi¬ 
ty changes, so can the laws and so can 
the lawmakers. While college students 
attend the institution of their choice, 
they are members of that community 
and the policies and laws of that com¬ 
munity directly affect their lives and the 
lives of the people in the community 
that they belong to. 
I’m from Los Angeles, California, 
and for the past three-and-a-half years, 
besides my time abroad, I have spent a 
grand total of two months at my “home” 
in California. The fact is, when out-of- 
state college students come to Maine 
for college, they come to Maine to live. 
I don’t know what has been going on 
in California politics while I’ve beermat 
Bates, but I do know what has been 
going on here. I am not affected by 
local California propositions like I am 
by local propositions in Maine. I didn’t 
canvass for Kerry in California on Super 
Tuesday in 2004, I canvassed for Ker¬ 
ry in Maine. I didn’t verbally oppose 
whatever Prop 1 was in California in the 
last election, but I did help spread the 
word to defeat Prop'l in Maine three 
months ago. 
Besides the fact that college stu¬ 
dents do live in and are knowledgeable 
about politics around their colleges, we 
aren’t just visitors for our four years, we 
are members of a larger community. 
We volunteer to teach at local schools, 
we engage in environmental advocacy 
programs to keep the rivers of Maine 
clean, we go to local public forums to 
S£e LIVING IN MAINE, p«£e 3 
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Bates' Unsolved Mysteries Living in Maine Should 
Mean Voting in Maine 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 
She was right. There was a lot of stuff in 
there. Yet there was no one around. No one 
else had attempted a slide tackle as the Com¬ 
mons worker intercepted their English muffin or 
flaky croissant. So why had there been such an 
accumulation of carbohydrates in the toaster? 
As I stood by waiting for my second bagel 
to emerge, I pondered several possible solu¬ 
tions to this riddle. One is that a significant 
number of students at Bates suffer from short 
term memory loss. These are the people that 
put a piece of bread into the toaster and, by 
the time the slice is past what I like to call the 
“snatching back point” they forget why they 
are standing there. Another possibility is that 
many Commons-goers are extremely indecisive. 
Perhaps these are the people that, like me, get 
bored by the toaster and go to get a drink, only 
to come back with a bowl of cereal, three dif¬ 
ferent kinds of muffins and a blueberry yogurt. 
Or maybe there are some people who actually 
do consider toasting a spectator sport and get a 
small rush of adrenaline as their bagel tips off 
the back of the hot conveyor and slides down 
the shoot. 
Obviously, none of these explanations is 
particularly satisfying. Everyone understands 
that putting something into the toaster is at 
least a breakfast-long commitment. If you go 
through the trouble of toasting a bagel you 
must have some greater future in mind for it. 
Maybe that destiny is butter, maybe it’s straw¬ 
berry jelly, maybe it’s even marinara sauce with 
a little grated cheese. Whatever it is, no one 
imagines his bagel plummeting into an inferno 
of crumpled napkins. 
Later, munching on my patent-worthy cre¬ 
ation of bagel with cream cheese and bacon, 
I realized that the amassment of orphaned 
bread in the toaster is just one of many Bates 
phenomena that I don’t understand. There 
are many other mysteries worthy of a few mo¬ 
ments of contemplation. For instance, who is it 
that thought it would be good idea to attach a 
metal spout to the faucet in the Pettigrew bath¬ 
room? Is this some kind of practical joke? I 
ask because, on several occasions, I have tried 
to wash my hands in Pettigrew only to slump 
back to class looking like I didn’t make it to 
the bathroom at all. “No, don’t worry, it’s wa¬ 
ter,” is never something you want to say about 
the soaked inseam of your jeans. Perhaps the 
spout was attached so that people could drink 
from the sink, but considering most people 
like to separate their drinking water from their 
washing water, this doesn’t seem to make much 
sense. Is there a psychology thesis student out 
there doing some cruel experiment? Because if 
the question is how long it will take people to 
learn not to blast themselves with the disguised 
hose, I already have the answer: you’ll get me 
every time. 
Another Bates conundrum has to do with 
the caring, degree-wielding men and women 
who trek through the snow every day to de¬ 
liver us lectures on the synapses in the brain, 
US foreign policy in the Middle East and...the 
role of the shojo in Japanese women’s litera¬ 
ture? Although I am often blissfully mesmer¬ 
ized by the intelligence and charisma of Bates 
professors, there are those few moments when 
I snap out of hypnosis and realize what I am 
actually listening to. Anyone who has taken a 
course with Sanford Freedman knows what I 
am talking about. By about the second week 
of class last semester, it became understood that 
Sanford could quote from memory more Shake¬ 
speare than most of us would ever read. His 
recitation of entire soliloquies became normal 
by about week three and by week four I started 
to take his freakish memory for granted. Then 
one class, about half way through a passage, I 
realized that Sanford wasn’t speaking in Eng¬ 
lish. I knew the man was brilliant, but bi-lin- 
gual? 
Bates professors are smart, there’s no douJ>t 
about that, but how did they become so ob¬ 
scurely knowledgeable? How do you collect 
fun facts on topics like Victorian crime fiction 
or the binding of Isaac or bioinformatics? One 
way, of course, is to take a lot of Bates courses, 
but not a lot of Bates professors have done that. 
Is it possible that other credible institutions also 
condone the teaching of obscure knowledge? 
This leads me to my last and probably most 
troublesome question: Why are so many inter¬ 
national students Economics majors? Certainly 
the international students at Bates are a diverse 
group, but there is no denying that a signifi¬ 
cant number of them end up studying finance 
and inflation and a lot of other concepts I don’t 
understand. All I know about money is that it 
comes from a beeping machine near the mail 
room, and that in order for that machine to co¬ 
operate with me, I have to get a summer job. So 
what is it that all these foreigners are learning 
while I’m reading dark poems by Sylvia Plath 
and contemplating the meaning of life? What 
I’ve come up with on this one is that the inter¬ 
national students are planning on taking over 
the world. Either that or their parents aren’t 
about to send them half way around the world 
to study philosophy and climb Mt. David. 
In conclusion, Bates is a weird place. Al¬ 
though as far as I know, no Loch Ness mon¬ 
ster swims in the murky depths of the Puddle, 
strange things happen at Bates every day. So 
here is my advice: The next time your bagel dis¬ 
appears in the toaster or a sink squirts at you or 
your professor starts speaking in parsel tongue, 
just relax and realize that, like the stock market, 
there are some things that are just not meant to 
be explained. 
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debate issues like this bill, and we make an effort 
to put our positive footprint on Lewiston during 
our time here. 
Not only do we actively engage in helping im¬ 
prove our community, we support our community. 
We pay local taxes on the money we make at our 
college jobs. We pay sales tax on all of the clothes 
we buy from Freeport, all the food we buy from 
Nezinscot Farm and other local stores. College 
students provide a market for a plethora of small 
businesses’ and as such are members of the greater 
community and deserve all the same rights as the 
rest of their community. 
One of the biggest problems with banning col¬ 
lege students from voting is that it takes students 
out of the constitutional process. Voting becomes 
a habit once people begin their careers as inter¬ 
ested voters. Stopping most young Americans from 
participating in the first election they are legally 
allowed to would be highly detrimental to their fu¬ 
ture as voters. Most students turn 18 just prior to, 
or upon arriving at college, and their first presiden¬ 
tial election will come up during their tenure as an 
undergraduate. Making it difficult for the youth of 
America to participate in the first presidential elec¬ 
tion they are eligible to vote for is philosophically 
undemocratic. 
Proponents of the bill will say that any under¬ 
graduate is free to vote absentee in their home state, 
but that medium of voting is not nearly as power¬ 
ful, nor as immediate as voting in the state where 
you actually live. I have already outlined why un¬ 
dergraduates are more familiar with local politics 
than they are with politics back in their hometown, 
but there is a further detriment to voting absentee. 
There is nothing like voting alongside your com¬ 
munity with a ballot in a voting booth, and getting 
that pin that says, “I voted.” Filling out a piece of 
paper does not imbibe the same kind of patriotic 
sentiments that going to polls does, and depriving 
undergraduates of that right is unfair. 
One of the most important moments of my 
undergraduate career was canvassing for Kerry 
on Super Tuesday in 2004. I went to the polls 
with a large number of Bates democrats, waded 
through the crowds of supporters for Bush and 
Kerry and very proudly connected that line for the 
first time in my young life as a voter. Later that day, 
I brought a local townsperson to the polls so they 
could vote for the first time in their life at the age 
of 50. Knowing that one other person would feel 
the patriotic spark that comes with voting for the 
first time was enough to sell me on the importance 
of political action and getting out the vote. This 
proposed bill is designed to stymie that. 
When students can no longer have a direct 
say in an election, they are less likely to partici¬ 
pate in the activism and discourse that surrounds 
that election. This bill will ultimately make Maine 
undergraduate students less politically active, less 
politically aware and less patriotic, which can do 
nothing but harm them in the long run. 
This bill may have been introduced with the 
best of intentions for a more philosophically cor¬ 
rect voting structure in the mind of Knight, but its 
inevitable conclusion is nothing but harmful for de¬ 
mocracy and the youth of America. 
INTERESTED IN TEACHING? 
Find out about... 
The Teaching Institute 
The Teaching Institute is a year-long, teaching-intensive internship program for 
prospective K-8 educators. Graduates of this program emerge from their year¬ 
long experience with a Master’s degree in Teaching Methodology, eligibility for 
state certification and a full year experience in classroom teaching. 
-O 
Together with The University of New England, ^BERWICK 
Berwick Academy has created a uniquely afford- 3i A CADE MY 
able, effective and defensible teaching preparation ' ’ Where exce«enc^ 
program. The program is well-suited to recent college 
graduates as well as change-of-career candidates. For more information 




The limit, in pounds, that the Bank of 
Queensland set on a cat’s credit card. Katherine 
Campbell, the owner, opened the account for her 
pet as a test of bank security. Campbell reports 
that the bank requested identification but created 
the credit card for Messiah Campbell, her cat, be¬ 
fore receiving the proper ID. 
1100 
The number of bags of letters found in a Mex¬ 
ican postman’s house. The mail deliverer of Ciu¬ 
dad Juarez has been intercepting letters en route 
to the US in hopes of finding money. After arrest¬ 
ing the hoarder, police reported that the letters 
that have been accumulating sine 1999 are finally 
being sent to their destinations. 
The number of strokes it took Wang, a Tai¬ 
wanese golfer, to get his ball in the hole before 
losing his memory. After celebrating the hole-in- 
one, Wang’s friends went over to find him wan¬ 
dering on a nearby hill and muttering “Why am I 
here?” After being rushed to the hospital, Wang 
regained his long-term memory but is still missing 
the fond- reminiscence of his golf success. 
70 
The number of strangers that will receive an 
inheritance from Luis Camara, a Portuguese man 
who wrote his will by picking random names 
from the telephone book. Camara has no fam 
ily but left behind two houses, a car and 17,000 
pounds in cash. Each lucky stranger will receive 
about 6,000 pounds. 
20 
The number of times per day Jeff Donovan 
played Mariah Carey songs on a pub's juke box 
in Southhampton, England. The landlord, Roy 
Dann, banned Donovan from the pub after he 
had played Carey's music 20 times a day for six 
straight years. 
Sources: Ananova.com 
Have an Opinion? 
Write for Forum! 
All students are eligible to write for Forum and 
NO previous experience is required. If you have 
an opinion or feel passionately about something 
related to Bates, the Lewiston/Auburn Area, col¬ 
lege students or even national issues write about 
it! All you need to do is e-mail us at forum@ba- 
tesstudent.com and you will get all the informa¬ 
tion you need to start writing for Forum. 
If you have an interest in writing for 
Forum or questions about writing please 





May 22 - August 17, 2007 
THIS SUMMER, ADVANCE YOUR STUDIES AW GET THE WORK EXPERIENCE YOU SEEK. 
YOU CHOOSE 
TWO COURSES IN: 
Arts and Culture 
Business and Management 
Environmental Studies 
Graphic Design and Mass Communicati in 
International Studies 
Politics and Public Policy 
Psychology and Social Policy 
WE’LL ARRANGE 
YOUR INTERNSHIP. 







Speakers Share Experiences with 
Non-Violent Resistance as Part of 
Palestinian Narrative Series 
ANDREW SIMON 
STAFF WRITER 
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Environmental Action 
Movement Kicks Off 
Palestinian activists Mohammad 
Khatib and Feryal Abu Haikal spoke 
last week about their efforts to resist 
what they say is Israeli violence un¬ 
justly waged against Palestinians and 
their land. Their speech at Bates was 
the first in a multi-city tour of the Unit¬ 
ed States to increase public awareness 
of the popular Palestinian non-violent 
resistance movement. Sponsored by 
the Mushahada Association, Students 
for Peace and Justice in Palestine, the 
politics department and the Multicul¬ 
tural Center, the presentation was part 
of the “Presenting the Palestinian Nar¬ 
rative” lecture series at Bates. 
Khatib and Abu Haikal are both 
residents of West Bank communi¬ 
ties who say their homes are facing 
impending destruction by the Israeli 
military and Israeli settlers. Khatib, 
from the village of Bil’in, is a leading 
member of Bil’in’s Popular Committee 
Against the Wall and the Secretary of 
Bil’in’s Village Council. A principal 
organizer of Bil’in’s non-violent strug¬ 
gle, Khatib has gathered the village’s 
residents along with Israeli and inter¬ 
national peace activists to resist the 
construction of an Israeli wall within 
its legal boundaries. Khatib referred to 
the construction project as the “apart¬ 
heid wall,” and called it the “final stage 
in Israel’s expansionist policy.” 
Khatib presented video footage 
depicting him and his fellow support¬ 
ers marching toward the construction 
site. As the Israeli military confronts 
the protestors, they are seen shouting 
“Go forward, this is a non-violent dem¬ 
onstration.” Subsequently, the Israeli 
soldiers are seen releasing tear gas on 
the protestors and arresting several of 
the demonstrators. Additional foot¬ 
age showed Khatib and other villagers 
constructing a large metal cage on the 
construction site land and then lock¬ 
ing themselves within its walls. When 
the protestors refuse to leave the cage 
at the request of Israeli soldiers, con¬ 
struction vehicles proceed to destroy it 
as those inside the structure yell: “This 
is my land.” 
Feryl Abu Haikal served for 11 
years as the headmistress of a school 
in the city of Hebron, which “has be¬ 
come a model for nonviolent resis¬ 
tance.” Haikal presented images and 
video footage of young Israeli settlers 
hurling stones at her students as they 
walked to school. She also recounted 
her frustration with the erection of Is¬ 
raeli checkpoints throughout her city 
and her “feeling of being forced in” to 
her community by the Israeli army. 
According to their organization’s 
website, www.bilin-village.com, Khat¬ 
ib and Haikal hope that their speaking 
tour will gather supporters in “waging 
a grassroots, nonviolent campaign of 
resistance to Israel’s apartheid system 
of military occupation and discrimi¬ 
nation against Palestinians.” Khatib’s 
goal in portraying his group’s struggle 
is to show “who is the victim, and who 
is the victimizer.” He wants to “send 
a strong message to the Palestinian 
people that we can be stronger than 
this army, we won’t let them bulldoze 
our land." 
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consumption and by purchasing car¬ 
bon “offsets,” which are investments in 
clean and sustainable energy. 
“This is not an environmental 
movement, and this is not just ideal¬ 
ism,” said Murphy. 
He insists that the changes required 
to make Bates completely carbon-neu¬ 
tral are readily attainable where there 
is a will. 
For this reason, the group began 
with a petition to gauge the campus’ 
support for such a campaign. The peti¬ 
tion asked signers to support carbon 
neutrality and to contribute to carbon 
neutrality by reducing their own per¬ 
sonal consumption. It also asked Presi¬ 
dent Hansen to commit to carbon neu¬ 
trality by signing a document called the 
University President’s Climate Commit¬ 
ment. While BEAM has not committed 
itself to its third goal, it is using the 
petition as a barometer of student sup¬ 
port should they decide to follow this 
route. 
Now that BEAM has announced its 
presence on campus, attention will be 
turned to future action. 
not, a Mainer. 
“The big issue on the table is, who 
is a real Mainer?” said Chin. “There are 
a lot of people who have lived here for 
generations and who have worked re¬ 
ally hard and love this state, but every¬ 
body’s sort of a guest here, except the 
Native Americans.” 
“Now that we have our major goals 
declared, we need to move on to little 
goals: smart goals,” Murphy said. 
These goals include a trip to the 
College of the Atlantic for the Maine 
State Climate Summit, where Pickoff 
says they will “focus on networking 
with the other schools. This is a big 
part of what we are going to do.” Also 
slated are days of action on April 1 
(“April Cools Day,”) and a trip to Bos¬ 
ton on Mar. 23, for what may be the 
biggest anti-climate change demonstra¬ 
tion in the U.S. to date. 
Determined to be more than just a 
club, the group’s organizers are work¬ 
ing for campus involvement. They 
stress that everyone is already a mem¬ 
ber since climate change affects us all. 
“It’s accessible activism. We’d like 
for a lot of people to be involved just 
a little bit... reduce in their lives just a 
little bit,” Murphy said. 
Check out the Bates 
Energy Action 
Movement's blog at: 
beamnow.blogspot.com 
Supporters and opponents of LD 
203 can now only wait to find out the 
future of the controversial legislation. 
It is currently being reviewed, and if 
passed in committee on Feb.7, it will 
be presented to the state legislature for 
vote. The bill is expected to find strong 
opposition in the State House, accord¬ 




Elects New Chair 
BRIANA GERRISH 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bates College Student Govern¬ 
ment continued its attempts to reach out 
to the student body by inviting Dean 
Goundie and the Bates Musicians Alli¬ 
ance to speak of the issue of practice 
space at last night’s meeting. 
The Musicians Alliance was faced 
with a difficult decision this semester 
when its practice space in Olin Arts Cen¬ 
ter was taken for use by curricular activi¬ 
ties. Although they have found long-term 
space that will be available next fall, the 
Alliance is wondering what to do with 
the months until the end of Short Term. 
“If we can get through this semester 
we will have a long-term plan for next 
year. As of right now, off-campus space 
is a last-ditch effort everyone wants to 
avoid,” Dean Goundie said at the meet¬ 
ing. 
Vice President of Student Clubs Mad- 
die White ’09 expressed the sentiments 
of the RA in wanting to help with the 
issue. 
“If it is something the student body 
cares about, we should care about it 
too,” said White. 
Although the RA does not yet have a 
plan to help, they hope to stay involved 
with the issue until a resolution is met. 
In other news, the RA was happy 
to welcome new members to the meet¬ 
ing, including the addition of a new 
chair, Alie Schwartz ’08. Alie had been 
involved in the student government dur¬ 
ing her first two years at Bates, seated as 
secretary and chair before going abroad 
this past fall. Senior Gift Announced 
Students Attend Voting 
Rights Hearing in Augusta 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
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gift of more than $25, and $1,000 
each time a participation milestone 
is hit. Last year, participation hit 67.5 
percent, the equivalent of 301 donors, 
and raised a total of $19,723-83, which 
was used to help convert the campus 
to green energy. 
The chairs hope that with in¬ 
creased fundraising efforts, this year’s 
level of participation and amount of 
fundraising will reach even greater 
heights. 
Seeking a gift that would be, as 
Barber stated, both “important and 
relevant for our class.” Barber and 
Casner met with Advancement Direc¬ 
tor Amy Smith. Together, they decided 
that a gift involving the diversity ini¬ 
tiative would be most beneficial, and 
met subsequently with the current 
leader of the Campus Climate proj¬ 
ect, Sue Houchins. Houchins brought 
to light the lack of a peer mentoring 
program at Bates, a resource she sees 
as highly important to the campus. 
The Class of 2007 evidently saw such 
a program as a necessity as well, and 
voted it in as their lasting contribution 
to their alma mater. 
The program intends to draw from 
the senior gift fund for three years, at 
which time, if it is still running suc¬ 
cessfully, the College will assume fi¬ 
nancial responsibility. Certainly more 
than an old tradition and a fond fare¬ 
well, this year’s Senior Gift will prove 
to benefit the college well into the fu¬ 
ture. 
Chair is Most Recent BCSG 
Officer to Resign Mid-term 
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change, and then become disap¬ 
pointed with, the position they hold. 
“Generally, officers serve as Chairs for 
committees connected to their area of 
jurisdiction, and with the exception of 
the BCSG President, BCSG and RA of¬ 
ficers often end up performing admin¬ 
istrative tasks rather than policy work,” 
said Jonsson. 
Berman’s and Bosquet’s resigna¬ 
tions follow this theory, as each men¬ 
tioned the unexpected time commit¬ 
ment of their jobs when announcing 
their resignations during RA meetings 
early in this school year. 
In addition, the BCSG lack,s much 
of the power required to produce sub¬ 
stantial change, something Jonsson 
says has been the goal of many mem¬ 
bers to remedy. 
While Yamartino agrees with Jons¬ 
son that some resignations are due to 
misconceptions about the jobs they 
were taking, this was not the case for 
him. An experienced member of the 
Budget Committee, Yamartino said that 
he understood very well the duties and 
responsibilities of the Treasurer posi¬ 
tion. He said that his resignation in¬ 
stead was in response to the “incompe¬ 
tence and cronyism” of the Executive 
Council. 
From the onset of the job, Yamar¬ 
tino felt that he was viewed as an out¬ 
sider to the Executive Council and was 
never given the respect that the other 
officers gave each other. Rather than 
acting as a cohesive group, he said 
khe Executive Council tended to sup-. 
port the complaints of people outside 
of the RA- 
Yamartino also stated that he was 
never approached directly by any 
members of the BCSG about problems 
with his performance. “These are peo¬ 
ple that use e-mail and passive aggres¬ 
sion [as] their only governing tools,” 
said Yamartino. 
He felt he was put in a position 
where complaints would be aired to 
the entire RA before he was informed, 
never giving him a chance to resolve 
them. This “lack of professional cour¬ 
tesy,” finally led to Yamartino’s resig¬ 
nation after being threatened with im¬ 
peachment. 
Yamartino believes that some of 
the recent resignations may have been 
in part for reasons similar to his own. 
“There is a growing number of people 
who are dissatisfied with this adminis¬ 
tration,” he said. 
Additionally, Yamartino feels that 
the expectations of the BCSG officers 
are often unrealistic. Although he 
completed the budget allocations with 
a record low number of grievances, it 
was his delay in responding to some e- 
mails from club officers that led to the 
complaints. Yamartino believes that an 
immediate response to an e-mail is an 
unrealistic expectation of any student 
who is trying to juggle the responsi¬ 
bilities of the Budget Committee, class 
work, a social life and possibly even a 
thesis or job search. 
College Lectures Committee Brings Patterson 
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teraction, thereby prohibiting progress 
toward integration. 
Patterson noted the basis for the en¬ 
during segregation in U.S. culture. While 
he admitted that racism and segregation 
are undoubtedly based on stereotypes 
created by whites during and immedi¬ 
ately following slavery, he believes that 
modern segregation also reflects African 
American culture. According to Patter¬ 
son, as blacks become successful and 
prominent, they feel little need to force 
integration. He also noted that while 
research has shown that both blacks 
and whites are comfortable living in 
integrated neighborhoods, both races 
prefer to live in areas that are composed 
of at least 60 percent their own ethnic¬ 
ity. 
The key to modern segregation in 
the private sphere, according to Pat¬ 
terson, is black identity. He noted 
that patterns of poverty, single-parent 
households and poor health have un¬ 
fortunately become part of the modern 
African American identity. Patterson 
compared homicide rates in the African 
American and European American com¬ 
munities, revealing a dramatically great¬ 
er number of homicides among African 
Americans. He noted that while data 
describing the aforementioned param¬ 
eters of poverty and poor health can be 
manipulated, the number of homicides 
is a clean and telling measure represent¬ 
ing the problems that plague the black 
American community. 
Patterson then described his causal 
matrix, a system that describes how 
external and internal causes and out¬ 
comes interrelate to foster negative 
aspects of the black American commu¬ 
nity. He noted that cultural patterns that 
emerged as a result of slavery and Jim 
Crow laws, such as economic discrimi¬ 
nation, resulted in the victimization of 
the African American culture. Accord¬ 
ing to Patterson, the impact of this vic¬ 
timization contributes to many of the 
negative issues that affect modern black 
Americans. 
Patterson closed with a few sugges¬ 
tions on how to assuage the harsh racial 
division present in the U.S. He noted 
that public policy can only impact a 
certain realm of society. In Patterson’s 
opinion, public policy is doing a good 
job of integrating African Americans 
into the public sphere. He thinks that 
the black community must make an ef¬ 
fort to fix segregating practices within 
their culture. Patterson closed by stat¬ 
ing “the bottom line is, we are pretty 
close to the limit of public policy for 
addressing the acute problems we face. 
We need a new kind of vision that ad¬ 
dresses internal culture change.” 
Journalist Says More Reporting Could 
Have Mitigated Rwanda Genocide 
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for the most part turned away, then we 
managed to muddle the story when we 
did pay attention.” Instead, he said, the 
international media focused on refu¬ 
gees in Zaire after ignoring the geno¬ 
cide itself. 
Though the killings in Rwanda be¬ 
gan with the assassination of the presi¬ 
dent on April 6, 1994, Thompson said 
that no major international news orga¬ 
nizations covered it that day and none 
has ever maintained a permanent news 
bureau in Rwanda. 
Thompson showed three video clips 
to illustrate his points. The first, from 
the 2004 film Hotel Rwanda, was the 
“Hollywood depiction of the genocide” 
that largely caught the public’s atten¬ 
tion. In that particular clip, a journalist 
who has taken footage of murderous 
acts is asked whether it would prompt 
intervention from the world’s powers. 
The reporter responds by saying, “I 
think if people see this footage, they’ll 
say ‘Oh, my God, that’s horrible.’ And 
then they’ll go on eating their dinners.” 
The second clip showed raw foot¬ 
age of a killing in a street already lined 
with bodies. “I think it’s important for 
people to see this imagery,” Thompson 
said. “What is so. remarkable is that by 
this point, 100,000 people had died, 
and another 700-800,000 were going to 
die in the next few months.” 
The third clip was from ABC World 
News Tonight that same evening, which 
had six minutes of footage, and pho¬ 
tos from Bosnia and a brief statement 
about Rwanda that called the situation 
a “civil war.” “It’s an absolute distortion 
of what was happening on the ground,” 
Thompson said. 
Thompson examines the role of the 
media through the Heisenberg prin¬ 
ciple, a concept of physics that states 
that observation of a particle changes 
its behavior. He said that instead of en¬ 
couraging the killers through its apathy, 
the news media could have perhaps 
prompted intervention to save hun¬ 
dreds of thousands of lives. “More com¬ 
prehensive and active reporting could 
have changed the actions of the killers, 
could have mitigated the genocide,” he 
said. “The non-presence of the media 
helped those who didn’t want to get in¬ 
volved.” 
He also said, “We don’t yet seem to 
have fully absorbed the lessons from 
Rwanda,” as shown by the lack of cov¬ 
erage of events in Darfur, where as 
many as 5,000 people continue to die 
each month. “Just as we were transfixed 
by O.J. Simpson and Tanya Harding 
during the Rwandan genocide, we now 
pay more attention to Brad Pitt and An¬ 
gelina Jolie than the Darfur crisis,” he 
said. m 
Thompson questioned the degree 
to which journalists must live up to 
their social responsibility. He said he 
now believes that it is the role of the 
media to “shed both light and heat,” re¬ 
porting and recording events and with 
that, putting pressure on those who can 
effect change to do so. 
His goal with the Rwanda Initiative, 
and in teaching journalism courses, is 
to train the next generation of journal¬ 
ists to take initiative as individuals to 
draw the world’s attention to crises like 
that in Rwanda. 
“We still have some learning to do, 
and examining the way news media 
and journalists conducted themselves 
is not merely a historical exercise,” he 
said. 
During hip visit to Bates, Thomp¬ 
son also met with students in Dauge- 
Roth’s seminar on the genocide and 
several contemporary course on Africa. 
He then held a screening of the PBS 
documentary “Ghosts of Rwanda,” and 
discussed the film with students. 





kora. Deshpande added, “You believe her and what 
she’s saying.” 
Another professor, Helen Boucher, from the psy¬ 
chology department, participates in the performance’s 
opening. Biology professor Karen Palin wrote some of 
the female reproductive system facts that are sprinkled 
throughout the script, an addition the directors found 
important. 
Other differences this year include the venue, 
which is Schaeffer Theatre instead of Olin Concert 
Hall, where the play has taken place in the past. The 
directors are excited about the move, because they 
feel Schaeffer is far better suited for performances than 
Olin. Another change for this year is the addition of 
the monologue “They Beat the Girl out of my Boy... 
or So They Tried.” This monologue, about transgen¬ 
der individuals, has never before been included in a 
Bates’ production. 
The performances are Feb. 8, 9 and 10 at 7p.m. 
in Schaeffer Theatre. Tickets are $3 for students and 





MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR 
. 'Vagina 
: Monologues' 




f JAMIE CRAGNOLINE 
STAFF WRITER 
The Vagina Monologues is not your typical pro¬ 
duction, but even those familiar with Bates’ traditional 
Valentine’s Day performances will find this year’s ver¬ 
sion a little different. 
Directors Family Cohen-Shikora ’07 and Anita Desh¬ 
pande ’07 first participated in the show when they 
were sophomores. That experience, three years ago, 
shaped their approach to this year’s show. 
Cohen-Shikora and Deshpande remarked that re¬ 
hearsals when they were sophomores did not bring all 
the actors together and they were never all on stage 
at the same time. Overall, the experience was disap¬ 
pointing. The two found themselves often directing 
each other. They knew that when they were seniors 
they wanted to direct the show and make it different. 
This year they’ve had many group rehearsals, as 
well as weekend activities such as sex talks to allow 
the cast to bond. It was very important for the direc¬ 
tors that all the girls get to know each other. A large 
part of the show is about connecting with others, be it 
the actors connecting with each other or the perform¬ 
ers connecting with the audience. 
“It’s more than just a play,” said Cohen-Shikora. 
k 
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Inside the Hansen Home Musician's Union Finds 
LARSEN/THE BATES STUDENT 
of the sofa and chairs. Along the back 
wall lays a bookshelf, half of which 
has been hollowed out as a space for 
Hansen’s indoor plant collection. A 
self-proclaimed “house plant fanatic,” 
Hansen’s indoor garden consists of ev¬ 
erything from African violets to orchids. 
Each shelf has built-in fluorescent lights 
to serve as an artificial form of sunlight 
during the dark winter months. 
Off the formal living room lies an 
informal, rectangular family room. With 
large ceiling-to-floor windows as well, 
this room is less crowded with furniture 
See PRESIDENTIAL PAD, page 6 
Seeking a solution to the contro¬ 
versial issue of practice space for stu¬ 
dent bands, the newly formed Musi¬ 
cian's Union applied and received over 
$10,000 from the Budget Committee last 
month. The funds were sought to allow 
the bands to rent an off-campus space 
to rehearse; however, members of the 
college administration are now saying 
that regardless of funds, the bands will 
not be able to practice off-campus. 
Patrick Kenna ’07, the Union’s presi¬ 
dent, said he was told by Dean Tan- 
nenbaum to look for an off-campus site 
to practice and seek the funds from 
the BCSG Despite their earlier instruc¬ 
tions Dean Goundie, who was present 
at Monday’s RA forum on the topic, 
spoke for the deans saying insurance, 
liability and lawyers will not allow the 
Musician’s Union to rent off-campus 
practice space. 
“We’re close now,” Goundie said. “If 
we can get through this semester, we 
have a plan to make sure this isn’t a 
problem in the future.” 
The Musician's Union fear a more 
intrinsic flaw will prevent a satisfactory 
conclusion. 
“I’m concerned about the lack of in¬ 
clusion of students in the decision mak¬ 
ing process,” said Kenna. 
Grif Peterson ’09, a member of the 
Union, fears that the musicians will be 
once again dropped, if the administra¬ 
tion feels the need. 
See MUSICIANS UNION, page 6 
Patrick's: A Refreshing 
Take on Tradition 
“We want to create a community.” 
Cohen-Shikora and Deshpande, who also perform 
a monologue during the show, say directing the Va¬ 
gina Monologues has been a great experience. The all¬ 
female cast includes 28 students and faculty members. 
Education professor, Anita Charles, will be performing 
the final monologue, which is about birth. 
“She brings a very real presence,” said Cohen-Shi- 
MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT 
Student Poised t6 Win International 
Ski Design Competition 
SARAH DUNN 
ASSISTANT ARTS & LIVING EDITOR 
Amid brick warehouses and the ur¬ 
ban iron structures of downtown Lew¬ 
iston lies Patrick’s Burrito, Bistro and 
Deli. The restaurant sports decor as 
eclectic as its menu. Small sculptures 
made of tin foil adorn the window sill, 
checkered tiles cover the countertops, 
Mexican sombreros hang from the walls 
and even Italian bistro vases find their 
nook. 
The deli, which opened in Lewiston 
six months ago, is run by Jon Patrick 
Levasseur. Levasseur not only owns and 
operates the restaurant, but is also the 
head chef. 
Renowned for their burritos, Patrick’s 
employs a create-your-own approach. 
The standard sour cream, cheese and 
guacamole are offered, as well as spin¬ 
ach and smoky pinto beans. In varying 
sizes, the tortillas are available in both 
flour and, for the health-conscious con¬ 
sumer, wheat. The burritos can be made 
purely vegetarian or with pork, chicken 
or beef. 
Patrick’s Burrito is a refreshing take 
on the traditional Mexican item. The typ¬ 
ically hefty and overly filling food was 
made much lighter with the small-sized 
tortilla. The burrito wasn’t bursting and 
messy, but manageable and delicious. 
The smoky pinto beans were distinctive 
and surprisingly delectable. In addition, 
the peppers and onions added a savory 
crunch. The burrito didn’t leave you 
rubbing your belly, ill and overstuffed, 
but blissfully satiated. 
In addition to the Mexican cuisine 
Patrick’s offers, there are a number of 
sandwich options. From the Mediterra¬ 
nean mushroom sandwich, the apricot 
and pineapple chicken salad wrap, to g 
the smoked turkey and barley wrap, ■ 
each lunchtime delicacy has a gourmet 
spin. 
Of the numerous lunchtime alter¬ 
natives, The “Northend” sandwich and ■ 
the BLT were sampled. The “Northend” 
consisted of Genoa, prosciutto and hot 
cappicola with provolone, lettuce, to¬ 
mato, cherry pepper relish and oil. The 
authentic Italian meats came in over¬ 
whelming proportions served atop a 
freshly baked bun. The sandwich was 
well-seasoned and spicy; perfect for any 
carnivore. The BLT featured crisp bacon 
See PATRICK'S, page 6 
ALI MORRIS 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Tucked under trees and situated 
between Cheney and Mitchell House 
lies the home of a Bates family of four. 
With white trim and a bluish-grey ex¬ 
terior, 256 College Street appears like 
most other Bates residential housing— 
until one walks inside. Replacing the 
drab common rooms and unapplianced 
kitchens that characterize most Frye 
Street houses is a fully functioning, el¬ 
egant residence reserved for a special 
member of the faculty: the president. 
Built in : 1890, this late Victorian 
home has served as the residence for 
more than half of the College’s presi¬ 
dents and now serves as the home to 
the seventh, Elaine Tuttle Hansen. Ac¬ 
cording to President Hansen, discus¬ 
sion of buying the Ware Street Inn and 
turning it into the president’s house was 
brought up in the past, but later vetoed 
due to inadequate space necessary for 
special events. 
Walking up the white front porch 
of Hansen’s house leads visitors to her 
front door and then into a small entry¬ 
way with a wrap around staircase. The 
entryway splits off in three directions: 
one door leading into the kitchen, an¬ 
other into the dining room and a third 
into a formal living room. Though the 
house seems to be hidden behind trees, 
visitors will be surprised at the amount 
of light that pours into the house during 
the early afternoon. 
Taking a left into the living room, 
you will find a soft white sofa accented 
by wasabi-green pillows to match the 
white and green stripes of the wallpa¬ 
per. The full ceiling-to-floor curtains 
frame three large windows facing Col¬ 
lege Street, adorned with thick fabric 
consisting of vibrantly colored flowers. 
The strong colors of the curtains and 
pillows are balanced by the mild tone 
Hansen employed the touch of a professional artist to create the floral design for her one-of-a-kind dining room. 
CONOR HURLEY 
MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR 
Will Gardner ’09 is just one elec¬ 
tion, one opponent, one more surprise 
away from soaring down the slopes on 
a piece of his art. 
For most, individualizing a pair of 
skis entails browsing the limited selec¬ 
tion of designs for something sufficient¬ 
ly personal. Some chronicle their excur¬ 
sions, covering their skis with stickers 
boasting the mountains they have 
tamed. A finalist,in Rossignol’s Create 
It contest, Gardner may soon step into 
skis he designed, see them dangling 
from the chairlift above him and find 
his work selling for $500 to $600 at ski 
shops. 
Designing a custom set of skis is 
a fantasy for many skiing addicts. The 
Create It contest plays to that dream, 
challenging people to design the art on 
the ski for one of three professional ski¬ 
ers. Rossignol held the first round of the 
competition last year. Receiving over 
8,500 submissions, the inaugural contest 
attracted the attention of ski-designer 
hopefuls. Gardner first heard about Cre¬ 
ate It near the submission deadline last 
year and started a design he eventually 
scrapped for lack of time. 
This year, he was prepared. Gardner, 
a studio art major, started working on 
his design in October, over two months 
before the due date. Over the coming 
months, Gardner obsessed about his 
design, spending hours staring at his 
computer contemplating minute chang¬ 
es—whether to include an ink bottle for 
the quill on the bottom of the skis and 
if he did, if he should include splattered 
ink and how much. 
“I’d ask [my roommate] ‘what do you 
think of this,”’ recalled Gardner, “Even¬ 
tually, every night he’d say, ‘Will, shut 
your computer. Put it down, and let it 
simmer for a little bit’... And I’d have to 
stop.” 
Despite his determination and hard 
work, Gardner did not expect to make 
even the first cut of the top 20. Mak¬ 
ing the top 20 was a greater surprise 
than making the top six out of those 20, 
Gardner said. 
Participants were to design for one 
of three professional skiers. The final six 
are composed of two designs for each 
skier. One design for each skier, three 
in all, will be selected and the winners 
announced Feb. 15. 
Gardner’s design of turquoise and 
white depicts a face and pair of hands 
writing ‘Sage.’ He decided to design his 
skis for Sage Cattabriga, a professional 
freestyle skier, because he had the cool- 
See SKI DESIGN, page 6 
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Sangai Asia Promotes Cultural 
Awareness, Appreciateion 
MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT 
Sangai Asia, the Bates student 
group dedicated to promoting Asian 
and Asian-American awareness, 
held its second annual “Asian Per¬ 
formance Night” this past Saturday. 
The event featured dances, skits, 
musical pieces and a fashion show 
in an effort to enhance the Bates 
“egalitarian spirit.” Performances 
included poem recitations such 
as that of “Early in the Morning" 
by Qinglan Wang '10 and a “Bol¬ 
lywood Dance” presented by Nihal 
Eisa ’07. The show also featured 
non-Bates performers such as a 
professional Cambodian dance 
troupe from Portland. This night of 
Asian arts sought to encourage an 
atmosphere on campus open and 
actively supportive of diversity. 
Campus Bands Battle 
Winter Doldrums 
ANNA MILLER/THE BATES STUDENT 
The Nancies (above) faced off against Dance Floor Jihad, Pink Champagne Raw 
Cocaine, Tighten Up! and DJ Diego at Saturday's Battle of the Bands. 
JOE WILLIAMS & ANNA MILLER 
STAFF WRITER & CONTRIBUTING 
WRITER 
No blood was drawn, but the Ben¬ 
jamin Mays Center was a battleground 
this Saturday. Armed with profession¬ 
al sound and an elevated stage, the 
mightiest extra-curricular student bands 
squared off at the annual “Battle of the 
Bands” hosted by the Chase Hall Com¬ 
mittee and the Musicians Union. 
DJ Diego, the Nancies, Pink Cham¬ 
pagne Raw Cocaine, Tighten Up! and 
DPI (Dance Floor Jihad) faced off for 
over 200 concertgoers. Excitement on 
stage and in the audience paralleled tire 
frenetic preparation backstage. 
Grif Peterson ’09, the drummer for 
DFJ, was battling a 103-degree fever ear¬ 
lier in the day, but was backstage with 
the rest of the band ready to perform. 
Patrick Kenna '07 was on his guitar’s 
third E-string by the end of the night. 
Tuning instruments required venturing 
out into the freezing parking lot to find 
the necessary silence. 
Despite the backstage travails, “Bat¬ 
tle of the Bands” was a success for all in¬ 
volved parties. Kenna, president of the 
Musicians Union and a Nancies band 
member, was pleased with the turn out 
and spoke of big plans for the Nancies, 
the most senior of the bands. 
“Over February break, we’re going 
on a tour of colleges along the East 
coast,” Kenna said. “When we come 
back, we are setting up a tour of every 
possible venue on Bates campus. One 
last hurrah.” 
Diego Cardenas ’07, aka DJ Diego, 
has made a mark as the most popular 
student DJ at Bates and plans to con¬ 
tinue mixing samples into infectious 
original beats. All four bands also plan 
to continue playing until graduation. 
As the annual Battle of the Bands 
continues to grow in popularity and 
participation, the student music scene 
will live on for the future generations of 
talented Batesies. 
ANNA MILLER/THE BATES STUDENT 
Upcoming Events 




Thurs. Feb. 8 
World Music Weekend 2007 
Olin 210 
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 a.m. 
Thurs. Feb. 8 
7:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. 
Fri., Sat. Feb. 9,10 
Freewill Folk Society Contradance 
CHASHA 105, 111 
8:00 - 12:00 p.m. 
Fri. February 9 
CHC Concert Speechwriters 
Mays Center 
9:00-11:00 p.m. 
Sat. Feb. 10 
Borat 
Olin 104 
7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. Sun 2:00 & 
Vagina Monologues 4:30 p.m. Fri., Sat., Sun Feb. 9-11 
Schaffaer Theater 
7:00 p.m. 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Feb. 8-10 
If you have an event you would like to be included in the Arts & Living Upcoming Events 
Calendar, please e-mail Conor Hurley (churley2) with the event name, date, time and place. 
We reserve the right not to print any event 
LM---— 
Patrick's "Cool City Vibe" a Hit 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
Victory 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
est name, Gardner said. The design he's 
competing against is an abstract orange, 
black and white mixture of flowing 
lines and shapes. None of the design¬ 
ers’ names are given on the Rossignol 
website, where voting is held through 
tomorrow. 
The three winners will be honored 
at the Ski and Snowboard Festival in 
April, a pair of the limited edition skis 
they designed and $1,500 in cash and 
prizes. 
“The best part of winning would 
be meeting the pros at Whistler... That 
would lie ridiculous,” said Gardner, who 
says he is trying to keep from getting 
his hopes up, but he cannot suppress a 
smile while talking about the possibility 
of winning. “1 want to thank everybody 
that voted for me, it means a lot.” 
If he does win, Gardner has a small 
celebration in mind. “I’ll go ride the rail. 
over at Turner [House]; make a night of 
that,” he said. 
Voting for Rossignol’s 
Create It contest con¬ 
tinues throiigl^ Feb. 
7. For a direct link to 
I 
the voting webpage, go tq thy TOT 
below: ■ 
www.batesstudent.com/skicontest 
and less traditional ingredients, such as 
smoked turkey and avocado slices. 
Freshly baked chocolate chip cook¬ 
ies, still warm from the oven, invite cus¬ 
tomers to Patrick’s counter. These clas¬ 
sic cookies were divine - crisp on the 
outside and gooey in the center -1 have 
already been back for more. In addi¬ 
tion, the sweet potato pie was sampled. 
The filling had cinnamon and a sweet, 
pumpkin pie-like flavor. The crust was 
crisp but quite bland in comparison to 
its palatable contents. Patrick’s offers 
a variety' of irresistible baked goods: 
chocolate cheesecake, apple pie and 
coffeecake abound. Many of the des- 
C0NTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
“We often feel last in line,” he said. 
“We’re the easiest to drop, but more 
people show up to our shows than a lot 
of other events.” 
Extracurricular student bands lost 
their traditional practice space in the 
Olin Arts Center last fall when the Music 
Department decided it needed the room 
for departmental programs. 
The Musician's Union formed to 
serts are packaged individually with 
“just right” sized portions. Patrick’s is 
the ideal place to indulge yourself with¬ 
out feeling too guilty. 
Patrick’s offers incredible lunch op¬ 
tions, but seemingly the only problem 
is the restaurant simply isn’t open late 
enough. Mainly a breakfast and lunch 
eatery, the deli closes early every day 
except Friday. The food, however, 
makes getting out of bed early much 
more appealing. 
The deli’s cool, city vibe creates a 
sense that patrons have stumbled on a 
culinary discovery, despite its avid Bates 
following. Its fusion of various cuisines 
and decor is a hungry Batesie's must. 
unite the large body of campus perform¬ 
ers and to locate a place to practice. 
Dean Goundie and the music de¬ 
partment said they want to find a solu¬ 
tion and help the musicians. The Musi¬ 
cians Union has planned a meeting to 
explore possibilities. 
Some, such as Peterson, remain 
skeptical. “We’re going to keep playing. 
I don’t know if they’ll accommodate us, 
but we’re going to keep playing,” he 
said. 
Patrick's Burrito, Bistro, Deli 
89 Lincoln Street 
Lewiston 
Mon.-Thurs. (6:00 A.M~3:00 P.M); Fri. (6:00 A.M. - 8:00 
P.M.); Sat. (11:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M) 
Bands Continue Search for Practice Space 
Hansen's College Street Escape 
AMELIA LARSEN/THE BATES STUDENT 
Hansen greets her two Maltese-mix dogs, Moo-shu and Ramona, in the home's simple, elegant family room. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
and presents a nice space for a cocktail 
gathering. A three-paneled bay win¬ 
dow faces the front of the room, adding 
more light to the house. 
To the right of the family room is 
the dining room, President Hansen’s fa¬ 
vorite room of the house. With deep 
red walls, the president asked Portland- 
based artist Patti Zander to come and 
add an artistic touch to the room. Han¬ 
sen gave Zander a few ideas with the 
final product turning into bright green 
stemmed flowers with an array of blue, 
green and yellow birds complementing 
the red walls. 
Each president has the ability to 
decorate the house to match his or her 
own style. After Hansen’s inaugura¬ 
tion in 2002, the house was completely 
redone. “It had not been redecorated 
since 1980,” said Hansen. “I’ve made a 
lot of changes in terms of re-painting, 
papering and new furniture.” Mixing 
new furniture with some of the older 
stuff that had been left in the house, 
Hansen has made it into a sort of mish¬ 
mash of collected objects. 
When asked how this house com¬ 
pares to her past residences, Hansen 
replied “It’s much bigger and more pub¬ 
lic since my last houses, and it has the 
best light.” Hansen grew up in Mendon, 
Mass, in southern Worcester County 
and moved to London after graduating 
from Mount Holyoke. She then earned 
her masters at University of Minnesota, 
where she met her husband and went 
on to get her Ph.D. at the University 
of Washington. After getting her Ph.D., 
Hansen worked at the University of 
Michigan, Hamilton College and finally 
Haverford College in PA., where she 
stayed for 22 years. 
The president’s house has histori- 
"The president of Bates 
will, I dare say, always 
live on campus and 
should." 
- President Elaine Tuttle 
Hansen 
tally served as a gathering space for 
college functions. Much of the house, 
therefore, caters to the demand of en¬ 
tertaining. Parent’s Weekend brings the 
largest turnout to the home as the presi¬ 
dent opens the doors to students and 
parents for a welcome reception. 
In 1980, during President T. Medley 
Reynolds’ presidency, the house caught 
fire, causing $100,000 worth of smoke 
damage to the property. The fire caused 
quite a stir on campus with groups of 
faculty and students running to the 
scene in an effort to help out. Accord¬ 
ing to alumni and trustee Karen Harris 
74, who was working in Admissions at 
the time, the fire was not raging. This 
prompted students to go to the rear of 
the residence and create human chains 
of 20 to 30 people to pass books, paint¬ 
ings and furniture out of the house and 
away from the flames. “I was inside 
for a while,” Harris said. “There was a 
lot of smoke, but no flames initially.” 
The bulk of the damage was caused by 
smoke, not the actual fire, said Harris. 
Overall, Harris found “the resourceful¬ 
ness of the community” to be “remark¬ 
able... So many people were involved.” 
President Ffansen lives at 256 Col¬ 
lege Street with her husband Stan, a 
speech pathologist, and their two Mal¬ 
tese-mix dogs, Moo-shu and Ramona. 
Her two daughters—one of whom is 
24-years-old and the other 19-years- 
old—are at Tulane Law and Columbia 
University, respectively. 
Hansen told The Student that, de¬ 
spite campus rumors, she does not have 
another house in Portland. According 
to an e-mail from President Hansen, “A 
rumor started my first year here that I 
was going to buy a house and move 
to Portland. I heard it from students, 
faculty and staff and I thought it was 
really bizarre. There was absolutely no 
basis for it.. .The president of Bates will, 
1 dare say, always live on campus and 
should.” 
<_» 
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Like Butter, Women's 
Basketball on a Roll 
JESSIE SAWYER 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The women’s basketball team 
picked up its fourth straight conference 
win this weekend. Though the ‘cats fell 
in a clawing, non-league duel with the 
Bowdoin Polar Bears on Jan. 30, they 
advanced their NESCAC record to 5-2 
with victories over the Williams Ephs 
and the Middlebury Panthers on Feb. 1 
and 2. 
The battle between the Bobcats and 
number-one, nationally ranked Bowdoin 
was fierce, according to the most recent 
D3hoops.com poll. Bowdoin main¬ 
tained a lead or tie for the majority of 
the first half, as the Bobcats aggressively 
pursued the Polar Bears, snatching a 10- 
7 edge in the eighth minute, which they 
held until an Eileen Flaherty ’07 lay-up 
for Bowdoin at the 2:24 mark. With 1:29 
left, Flaherty’s lay-up surpassed Laura 
Schultz’s ’96 career-scoring record of 
1,670, making her Bowdoin’s all-time 
leading scorer: Bowdoin left the court 
with a 30-21 advantage at intermission. 
Bowdoin preserved its lead for the 
entirety of the second half, but Bates 
pressed at full-throttle. Sarah Barton ’08 
narrowed Bates’ scoring deficit to two 
points with 3:31 left on the clock, sink¬ 
ing another jumper at the 2:04 mark. 
Bates had five more shot attempts in 
regulation, two of which were from the 
three-point zone, yet did not put any 
more points on the board for the rest of 
the game. Flaherty hit two lay-ups and 
her teammate Marisa Berne ’08 netted 
two free-throws, collectively scoring six 
more points for Bowdoin out of eight 
shot attempts. Bowdoin claimed a 58-50 
victory, its first on the Bates court since 
2004. 
Matia Kostakis ’08, battling a foot in¬ 
jury, did not play this weekend. Though 
Bates missed Kostakis, a valuable scor¬ 
ing and rebounding asset to the squad, 
the Bobcats stepped up their game to 
fill the void and claimed two victories. 
Against Williams, the lead flip- 
flopped 15 times. Down, 58-59, with 27 
seconds left, Bates fought to the end. 
With 14 seconds remaining, Teal Carroll 
TO hit a lay-up for a final 60-59 victory. 
Val Beckwith ’09 had a strong offensive 
game, scoring a career-high 27 points. 
The following day against Middle¬ 
bury, Bates ran away with a 70-65 con¬ 
ference win ip its final regular season 
home game. Beckwith’s offensive domi¬ 
nance continued as she scored 21 points. 
Lauren Yanofsky TO hit 19 points for the 
Bobcat squad. Barton almost achieved 
a triple-double, scoring eight points, 
snatching nine off the glass, and assist¬ 
ing 11. Bates edged Middlebury in scor¬ 
ing efficiency, hitting 39-7 percent of its 
shots versus the Panthers’ 33-3 percent. 
Commenting on the weekend as a 
whole, ShawnRose Lanchantin ’09 stated, 
“No one expected us to win. We knew 
we were the underdogs in the games. 
We were nervous, but we were more 
excited to play. It was the best feeling in 
the world to beat Williams. Both games 
were emotionally and physically drain¬ 
ing, but the feeling afterward was worth 
it.” 
The team will travel to Colby on 
Feb. 9 for a 7 p.m. game. 
Swimmers Struggle to Stay 




6 p.m. Feb. 8 Men's 
Squash vs. Colby 
JOHN ILUG/COURTESY PHOTO 
7 p.m. Feb. 9 Men's 
Basketball vs. Colby 
3 p.m. Feb. 10 Men's 
Basketball vs. Bowdoin 
BRENDAN BRODEUR 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bates swimming and diving 
teams traveled to Wellesley on Sat¬ 
urday, suffering a round of losses to 
Connecticut College and Wellesley. 
The men fell to 3-9 while the women 
finished with a 4-9 record to end the 
regular season. 
On Saturday, the men’s team was 
outscored by the Camels 176-75, de¬ 
spite producing some highlights. Ju¬ 
nior Dan Perry dove for a first-place 
finish in the 1-meter dive, scoring 
222.20 points over the Camel’s diver 
and winning the 3m board unopposed 
with 257.65 points. Perry just missed 
qualifying for the men’s NCAA meet by 
eight points. 
In the 50-yard freestyle, Charles 
Swanson '07 took third and sprinter Bill 
Walsh ’09 touched a few seconds after 
the Camels. Swanson also won the 200 
yard-IM with a time of 2:14.96. 
The women had a rougher day 
as they lost to both the Camels and 
Wellesley College, Sophomore Kelsey 
Lamdin took first place in both the lm 
and 3m diving events. Lamdin set a 
new Wellesley pool record of 287.20 in 
the 1-meter and beat the old Bates re¬ 
cord held by Kara Seaton from 2003 by 
16 points. First-year Annaliese Rudis 
took third in the lm with 229.20 points 
while Tasha Rosener ’08 placed fourth 
in the 3m event with a.score of 225.40 
points. Junior Emilie Swenson swam 
into fifth place in the 100-yard back- 
stroke with 1:05.63 and Annie Barton 
Women's Track Dominates Maine 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
and finished second to an All-American 
Colby runner who had, not run any rac¬ 
es earlier in the meet. Emily Williams, 
also scored in that event by taking sixth 
place. 
In the 800m, Katie Bash TO and Amy 
Rosania ’08 waited patiently through the 
first 600m and then Bash took off to 
win by a full second in 2:21 and Rosa¬ 
nia took fourth in 2:26. Bash was not 
content with one State of Maine title to 
her name, so together with Rosania, Al- 
lie Goldstein ’09 and Jenn Caban ’07, 
the 4 x 800 team won the final track 
event of the day by over four seconds 
in 9:56.23. 
Caban had run an amazing 1000m 
run earlier in the meet. A Colby runner 
took off at the gun and had about half a 
track lead. Caban came back the last lap 
and finished in second by only 0.25 sec¬ 
onds in 3:02.92, the fourth fastest time 
ever run by a Bates athlete. Had the race 
been five meters longer, Caban would 
have caught her. The rest of the field 
trotted across the line a full five seconds 
later - at least a full straightaway on the 
track. 
Bates also won the 4x400m relay with 
a good two-second margin in 4:15.69. 
The team was composed of Ligor, Jen 
Marino '09, co-captain Julie Shelkey ’07 
and Tara Higgins ’09. Shelkey reliably 
came through in the pole vault with a 
leap of 10-03.00, earning her second 
place. Marino had a great day in the 
jumps, as she finished third in the long 
jump and came back for a second-place 
finish in the triple jump. 
The throwers put in solid perfor¬ 
mances as well. Vantiel Duncan TO fin¬ 
ished third out of eleven in the shot put 
with a toss of 36-09.00. Cassie Kirkland 
’08 gave Bates another third-place mark 
in the weight throw. Kirkland’s throw of 
45-08.00 beat her nearest competitor by 
over two feet. 
“I think this meet and last year’s Dill 
New England meet outdoors are the two 
best meets I’ve been part of,” Alexander 
said. “Everyone competed really well 
and we had so much energy; it was fun 
to be part of it.” 
Bobcat of 
tbe Week 
Matt Capone '07 
Matt Capone won the 
55-meter and 200-meter 
dashes in this weekend's 
State of Maine Champion¬ 
ships by times of 6.63 and 
22.97 seconds, respectively. 
Co-captaining the squad, 
Capone also ran a leg of 
Bates' 4x400 relay team, 
which also won. For his ef¬ 
forts, Capone achieved the 
Jim Westcott Most Valuable 
Track Athlete Award for the 
meet. 
rusty milholland/the bates 
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Men's Basketball Falls to 
Williams, Pummels Panthers 
DAVID BRODER 
STAFF WRITER 
’08 swam to a second-place finish in 
the 200-yard IM. 
“It was a good end of the season 
for the divers, we all finished well,” 
said Rosener. 
For now, both teams are hanging 
up their racing suits for a few weeks to 
complete their season training in time 
for the NESCAC championships. After 
a long, grueling season, the teams will 
begin to taper, which means the yard¬ 
age of each practice will slowly de¬ 
crease until their final meet. 
The men will have their meet this 
year, not far from Bates at Bowdoin 
College on Feb. 23, in the middle of 
February vacation. The women will be 
making the long trip that the men made 
last season to Williams College on Feb. 
16 at the beginning of vacation. 
Putting the 
'Devil' Back in 
Blue Devils 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
Of course, if people weren’t ex¬ 
posed to Duke’s coach, its players and 
all of its success, maybe they would 
not hate the program with such zeal. 
But mainstream sports media has al¬ 
ways been at Duke’s beckoning, and 
constantly reminding u$ just how good 
the Dookies are. It gets at everyone, 
and some think eyen game officials 
are listening to it. If you really want to 
boil this Duke-hate down, I offer you 
two words: Dick Vitale. It has reached 
the point that when he calls a game, 
it sounds like he is receiving a mas¬ 
sage in Thailand with happy endings. 
He loves to call Duke players “great 
kids” even though I’m sure he knows 
none personally. During his love affair 
with Redick, he failed to note that the 
kid was busted for smoking weed, and 
driving drunk. I don’t consider myself 
an upstanding citizen by any stretch 
of the imagination, but I’ve never had 
a DUE If “Dookie V,” as some people 
have come to call him, didn’t exist, this 
whole Duke-hate thing would likely 
not be as flammable. 
Now I’m not going to go out and 
say that I wish Duke did not exist. 
In fact, I think they make the college 
game infinitely better. Much like the 
Yankees in baseball, they are always 
the top dog, the team everyone wants 
to be better than. You need to have a 
team at that high level for the others 
to strive to pass. Every time that they 
pfay in a game, it’s a big game, and if 
you beat them at home you’re rushing 
the court (unless you’re UNC). Hating 
Duke is a natural thing for all sports 
fans; it is a cathartic sports experience, 
so don’t feel guilty. 
As football has concluded, college 
basketball is now stepping into the 
sporting world’s focus. With March ap¬ 
proaching, the games are getting more 
meaningful and are being played at a 
different intensity (witness Texas A&M/ 
Kansas). So if you’re looking for some¬ 
thing to get those juices going, fire up 
a group of guys, or need some type 
of activity on Thursday night before 
heading out to the local drinking hole, 
watch whoever the Blue Devils are 
playing. You’re bound to get a reaction, 
^and you won’t be alone. 
With two road games against two NE¬ 
SCAC opponents, it was a big week for 
the Bates men’s basketball team. 
First came a trip to Williamstown, Mas¬ 
sachusetts, where the number-23-ranked 
Bobcats suffered a tough 67-54 loss at the 
hands of the Ephs. A big difference in this 
game came on the glass as Williams out- 
rebounded Bates by a 44-26 margin. Simi¬ 
lar to Bates’ other losses, the garnet men 
did not shoot very well. Most notably they 
shot only 28 percent from the floor in the 
second half, making it very difficult for the 
squad to come back and win the game as 
they were already down at halftime. 
For die game the Bobcats were only 
1-22 (4.5 percent) from downtown. Co¬ 
captains Zak Ray ’07 and Rob Stockwell 
’07 were the leading scorers for Bates, as 
Ray scored 18 points and added 4 steals 
while Stockwell tallied 16 points and 
RACHEL KURZIUS 
STAFF WRITER 
This weekend, Trinity College held 
the first annual NESCAC squash cham¬ 
pionship. The tournament had eerily 
similar results for the Bates men and 
women’s teams. First, both teams were 
seeded third in the tournament, based 
on their current national rankings. Above 
the two teams in the men and women’s 
brackets was Trinity, at number one, fol¬ 
lowed by Williams. With the new na¬ 
tional rankings, the Bates men’s squash 
team moved up one spot to ninth in the 
country according to the College Squash 
Association. 
The men first played on Saturday 
against Tufts, which proved to be an 
easy victory for the Bobcats, as they beat 
the Jumbos 8-1. Tufts, ranked sixteenth 
nationally, only won at the seventh spot. 
Next, the Bobcats went up against Wil¬ 
liams, a much more difficult adversary. 
The'Ephs, considered to be the seventh- 
pulled down 7 rebounds. 
Completely shifting gears, the Bobcats 
showed up at Middlebury hungry for a 
victory. Unlike in the previous night’s loss, 
the ‘cats shot the ball very well, shooting 
50 percent from the floor, including 63 
percent in the first half, allowing them to 
build an insurmountable lead. 
In the second half, the defense buckle 
down and held the Panthers to 21.7 per¬ 
cent shooting. Stockwell led Bates in scor¬ 
ing with 15 points, adding eight boards as 
well. Ray added 14 points and six dimes, 
while Bryan Wholey '08 scored 14 as well. 
Damon McGinn ’07 had perhaps his best 
game, scoring a season-high 12 points to 
go with game-high nine rebounds. When 
all was said and done, the Bobcats won 
this cat-fight over the Panthers by a final 
score of 81-48. 
Tuesday, the Bobcats travel to Gordon 
College and get ready for a showdown 
next weekend as they host NESCAC in¬ 
state rivals Colby on Friday and Bowdoin 
on Saturday. 
best team in the nation, beat the Bobcats 
by a close score of 6-3. Bates did win at 
the first two spots and the fourth, giv¬ 
ing co-captains Ricky Weisskopf ’ 08 and 
Sean Wilkinson ’08, along with standout 
Kush Mahan TO, an undefeated record 
for the weekend. This wasn’t the Bob¬ 
cats’ first loss to the Ephs, who previous¬ 
ly defeated Bates at Yale 8-1. The men 
now have a season record of 13-5. 
The women first played against their 
NESCAC rivals Colby in the quarterfinals, 
where they defeated the Mules 8-1. In 
an impressive show of power, the female 
Bobcats only lost at the third spot and 
allowed a mere ten points in spots five 
through nine. Next up for the women, as 
for the men, were second-seeded Wil¬ 
liams. The Bobcats fell to the Ephs by a 
score of 0-9- 
The Bates men’s squash team has a 
home game next against Colby on Feb. 
8. Upcoming for the women, who cur¬ 
rently hold a record of 14-7, is a game at 
JOHN ILLIG/COURTESY PHOTO 
Chip Russell '09 lunges for a ball in front of a captivated gallery. 
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Bates Tracksters Run Table 
Men Place Second Behind 
Eight Blue Ribbons 
Women Take Third at Maine 
Indoor Championships 
-;— -— - __s__ 
RUSTY MILHOLLAND/THE BATES STUDENT 
John Miley '08 runs to a victory in the 4x400 relay. 
KATIE BASH 
STAFF WRITER 
The men’s indoor track team host¬ 
ed the State of Maine Indoor Champi¬ 
onships this Saturday, scoring a total 
of 163 points, putting them in second, 
just behind Bowdoin for the second 
year in a row. The Bates men won 
eight events in total—more wins than 
any other team. 
Gauthier ’08 won both the shot 
put and weight throw, making him 
also the winner of the Peter Goodrich 
Most Valuable Field Athlete of the 
night award. Behind Gauthier were 
Matt Lopez ’08, Mark Lui TO and Gra¬ 
ham Raymond ’08, as Bates dominat¬ 
ed the top four spots in the weight 
throw. 
Emmauel Drabo ’08 won the triple 
jump with a jump of 13.13 meters, 
and Noah Glick TO in the high jump, 
clearing the bar at 1.86 meters. 
“The team did great although 
short of winning, there were many 
strong performances,” said Drabo. 
The schools that attended provided 
the team with good competition.” 
On the track, it was the speed 
events that stood out in particular, 
as co-captain Matt Capone '07 won 
the 55m dash and 200m, with times 
of 6.63 seconds and 22.97 seconds. 
These stellar performances earned 
him the title of the Jim Wescott Most 
Valuable Track Athlete. Co-cap- 
tain Sam Thomas ’07 won the 600 
in 1:24.73 seconds. First-year Griffin 
Stabler came in fourth in the 800m, 
with a time of 2:02.49, just .03 sec¬ 
onds behind the third place finisher. 
Junior Andrew Percy ran a solid mile, 
finishing third with a time of 4:26.06. 
The closing events of the meet the 
4x400m and 4x800m relays provided 
a great deal of excitement. Capone, 
John Miley ’08, James Packard TO and 
Thomas won the 4x400. The 4x800, 
the traditional “blackout relay,” team 
finished second, as Sam Murphy ’07, 
Stabler, Conor Welch TO and Percy 
closed the meet on a high note. 
Next weekend, the men will com¬ 
pete at Boston University’s Valentine’s 
Day Classic and the MIT Invitational. 
Jen Marino '09 takes off, en route to third 
and triple-jump respectively. 
ANDY PERCY 
STAFF WRITER 
The women’s track and field team 
may have finished third at Saturday’s 
State of Maine Championships, but the 
team left with six first-place finishes and 
several impressive high-scoring events. 
Host team Bowdoin won the meet with 
164 points, followed by USM with 148, 
Bates with 146 and Colby with 122. 
“Overall it was a really good day for 
us,” said head coach Jay Hartshorn. 
Junior Molly Balentine's week of 
rest paid off, as she started off the track 
events by decisively winning the 5k 
in 18:40. Throughout the race Balen- 
tine and Morgan Maciewicz TO tucked 
themselves in behind a pack of Colby 
runners, but with a half mile to go, Bal- 
entine took off and no one came close 
to catching her. It is the first State of 
Maine title for Balentine. Maciewicz fin¬ 
ished in 18:47 for third place. This is her 
first season of running. 
Izzy Alexander ’09 continued to 
amaze all in attendance by her perfor¬ 
mances. Alexander won the 600m in 
1:39.22, but in order to win she had 
TOM LEONARD/COURTESY PHOTO 
and second place finishes in the long- 
to chase down a Bowdoin runner, and 
it was impossible to initially tell who 
crossed the line first. Upon review, Al¬ 
exander won by 0.02 seconds. 
“I wasn’t sure who had won when 
we crossed, but I’m happy with the 
outcome,” Alexander said. She also fin¬ 
ished second in the 55m hurdles, fourth 
in the high jump and sixth in both the 
long jump and 200m. Jenna Ligor TO 
also competed in the 600 and finished 
fifth in 1:40.44, the fourth-fastest time in 
Bates history. 
In addition to Balentine, the rest of 
the middle-distance and distance run¬ 
ners had an excellent meet. Co-captain 
Kathryn Moore ’07 took the lead at the 
gun in the mile and never relinquished 
her position as she- crossed first in 5:02, 
winning the event by nearly three sec¬ 
onds over extremely tough competition 
from both Bowdoin and Colby. Moore’s 
time provisionally qualified her for Dill 
Nationals and is the second fastest mile 
in Bates history. Moore came back to¬ 
wards, the end of the meet in the 3000m 
See WOMEN'S TRACK, page 7 
Women Ski to First at UVM Bates Nordies 
Carnival, Men Place Fifth Disappoint at UVM 
LUKE HASSELBECK 
STAFF WRITER 
The Bates alpine skiers put together 
another impressive performance at this 
weekend’s UVM carnival, contributing to 
the third consecutive fifth-place finish for 
Bates. Held at Stowe resort on Mt. Man¬ 
sfield, Bates once again beat out rivals 
Colby and Williams, as well as a slew of 
other schools in what turned out to be a 
historic day for the women skiers. 
In an outstanding effort, the Bobcat’s 
captured first place in Saturday’s giant 
slalom event, marking the first win at a 
carnival event for Bates Women’s Alpine 
since 1999. Five Bates women schussed 
their way into the top 25, led by sopho¬ 
more standout Megan Papineau’s fourth- 
place finish. Also finishing in the top 10 
were Whitney Fahy ’08 in seventh place, 
and Liz Thompson ’09 right behind her in 
eighth. Emily Sampson ’09 had another 
strong race, placing 13th, and Allison 
Martini TO placed 23rd. The race is the 
high point of the women’s season so far. 
“We’ve been training really hard, and 
couldn’t be happier with this wicked pis- 
sah result,” said Sampson. “Hopefully we 
can keep this momentum rolling into 
next weekend and show the Dartmouth 
Carnival how to ski the extreme.” 
a The women also performed well in< 
Friday’s slalom race, placing sixth over¬ 
all. Thompson led the pack with a 12th- 
place finish, trailed by Sampson in 17th 
and Perry Kleeman ’09 in 23rd. Papineau 
and Martini also skied well, placing 25th 
and 28th, respectively. 
Although the women’s remarkable 
weekend gets much of the glory, the 
men’s skiers had another impressive car¬ 
nival, placing sixth in the slalom event 
and fourth in Saturday’s giant slalom. Ju¬ 
nior Dan Loman paced the-Bobcats on 
Friday, his run resulting in a ninth place 
result. Also competing for Bates were 
Carter Casner ’07, placing 21st, and junior 
Kevin Berry, who finished 35th. Saturday 
was even more successful for the men, as 
they finished with four skiers in the top 
25. Junior Leo Menard was the top Bates- 
ie in the giant slalom, finishing 11th with 
Loman right on his heels in 12th. Casner 
had another strong day placing 22nd, and 
Matt Brockman ’08 finished 25th to round 
out the Bobcats top finishers. 
After three straight weekends with 
the Bobcats in fifth place, next weekend’s 
Dartmouth Carnival provides another op¬ 
portunity to take a shot at powerhouses 
UVM, UNH and the host school. The 
skiers hope to carry their momentum 
through the week, and crack the top 





The men’s and women’s Nor¬ 
dic ski teams had a disappointing 
weekend at the UVM carnival at the 
Trappe Family Lodge in Stowe, Ver¬ 
mont. Both teams finished seventh 
of 12 on the first day of competition, 
while on the second day, the women 
finished eighth and the men ninth. 
However, the weekend was not 
without highlights. On the women’s 
side, Haleigh Armstrong posted a 
season best 22nd in the Friday’s 15- 
kilometer classic race. 
“I think I paced myself really 
well,” said Armstrong. 
“Every team has their off days, 
this week just happened to be ours,” 
said team co-captain Emily Poole 
’07. “This week we’re going to focus 
on mentally preparing ourselves for 
the remainder of the carnival sea¬ 
son. I know that we can do better.” 
Other scorers for the women in¬ 
cluded Kaitlyn McElroy ’08 in 27th 
and Poole in 33rd. The eighth place 
scoring relay team on the second 
day consisted of Armstrong, Poole 
and Nicole Ritchie ’09. 
For the men, first-year Brandon , 
Duke: The 
Team We 
Love To Hate 
Cooper raced to a personal-best 
and was first for the Bobcats in the 
20k classic race with a 16th place 
finish. Tim Whiton ’09 and Syl¬ 
van Ellefson ’09 finished 24th and 
26th, respectively, in Friday’s race. 
Ellefson’s performance, which was 
not up to his usual standards, was 
caused mainly by a huge fall on a 
difficult and icy part of the course. 
Saturday’s 3x5k skate relay 
proved to be a challenge for the 
Bates men. The men’s first team, 
made up of Dylan McGuffin TO, 
Cooper and Ellefson, suffered from 
problems in the tag zone and falls 
in the race to take them out of the 
running. 
However, the team consisting of 
Whiton, Sam Evans-Brown ’09 and 
Martin Benes ’07 pulled through for 
the Bobcats to finish ninth for scor¬ 
ing teams. 
Next week’s carnival is hosted by 
Dartmouth, and the races will be of 
an identical format. Also, reduced 
snow conditions in Hanover mean 
that the races may be moved to the 
Trappe Family Lodge. 
Should this be the case, the Bob¬ 
cats will have a second shot to show 






Thursdays, I found 
myself sitting in a 
room full of guys, 
cheering intensely 
at a random college 
basketball game. The first game was 
Clemson at Duke, the other was Duke 
at Virginia. No one in the room had 
any type of allegiance to any of the 
schools, and to my knowledge, no one 
had anything “invested” in either game. 
Instead, we were ail brought together 
by our mutual disdain for Duke basket¬ 
ball. Guys were hopping out of their 
seats, yelling at the television, spilling 
their drinks with reckless abandon—it 
was like being at a Bates basketball 
game, except we didn’t have to wor¬ 
ry about getting caught by a security 
officer for sneaking in booze. We all 
possessed a universal, inherent resent¬ 
ment for Duke that was unrelenting; 
insults being shouted at their players, 
coaches and students—especially stu¬ 
dents—were getting increasingly per¬ 
sonal. I’m not complaining at all, the 
atmosphere was almost frenzied. And 
when Duke was upset by Virginia, 
the anticipation to go “vaulting” was 
upped another notch. 
After the events of the past two 
weeks, I started asking myself two 
questions: why did I hate Duke so 
much, and where did this originate? 
Clearly, I was not alone, and it is close 
to a general consensus that Duke is 
college basketball’s equivalent to the 
Yankees. But Duke has actual student- 
athletes (at a respectable institution; 
we’re not talking Cincinnati here), not 
pampered multi-millionaires. And their 
fans are definitely not like Yankee 
fans—they’re just as obnoxious as any 
college crowd. So where did my/our 
hatred for this institution originate? It 
seems like a worthwhile investigation. 
One of the primary reasons that 
Duke has become the college basket¬ 
ball villain is because of the promi¬ 
nence of their program, which is a 
direct result of the incredible success 
of coach Mike Krzyzewski. Before he 
came to Durham, Duke was a good 
but not great basketball program. 
Now, he’s practically built them into 
a brand that he frequently pimps in 
American Express ads. He is, by all 
means, a great coach, a successful re¬ 
cruiter and a genuine enough man. 
But there is something about him—his 
success, his aura of confidence, the 
inordinate amount of media attention 
that he receives—that just gets to peo¬ 
ple. For me, it has reached the point 
where I am convinced that he looks 
just like the face of the Blue Devil in 
the Duke logo. Krzyzewski has never 
done anything wrong, and that’s the 
problem: he’s too perfect, and people 
envy that. 
Most of the Duke-bashing, though, 
resonates strongest for fans in belit¬ 
tling the players that Krzyzewski re¬ 
cruits. For some reason, Duke tends 
to bring in players who just seem im¬ 
minently despicable. The stereotypical 
Duke player is the basketball player 
everyone hates to play against: he 
slaps the floor on D, dives for every 
loose ball even when it is pointless, 
chats it up with the ref and possesses 
basically every other annoying basket¬ 
ball tendency that exists. He’s that guy 
any loudmouth announcer would de¬ 
scribe as “gritty,” and he “does all the 
little things.” For whatever reason, this 
type of player excites resentment. 
It can’t be ignored, however, that 
most of Duke’s players who fans 
love to deride are, primarily, white. JJ 
Redick, Christian Laettner, Bobby Hur¬ 
ley, Danny Ferry, Steve Wojciechowski, 
the insufferable Jay Bilas; the list goes 
on. Josh McRoberts, Greg Paulus and 
that beanpole Jon Scheyer are well on 
their way. Players like Elton Brand, Co¬ 
rey Maggette, Trajan Langdon, Carlos 
Boozer and Jeff Capel really don’t rile 
fans like the aforementioned list does. 
Fans see the players at Duke as privi¬ 
leged (because of Duke’s reputation as 
a university) and they have some type 
of built-in inferiority complex that the 
white players really expose. If you 
don’t believe me, just look at the past 
four seasons: Redick received the most 
heckling of any player I can remember 
even though he played on the same 
team as Shelden Williams, who is one 
of the five ugliest people I have ever 
seen. 
See PUTTING, page 7 
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